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SYSTEMS FOR DELIVERING SUB-THRESHOLD

THERAPY AT A MIDLINE

CLAIM OF PRIORITY

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority under 35. U.S.C. §

119(e) of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial Number 61/898,908,

filed on November 1, 2013, which is herein incorporated by reference in

its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present inventions relate to tissue modulation systems, and

more particularly, to programmable neuromodulation systems.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Implantable neuromodulation systems have proven therapeutic in

a wide variety of diseases and disorders. Pacemakers and Implantable

Cardiac Defibrillators (ICDs) have proven highly effective in the treatment

of a number of cardiac conditions (e.g., arrhythmias). Spinal Cord

Stimulation (SCS) systems have long been accepted as a therapeutic

modality for the treatment of chronic pain syndromes, and the application

of tissue stimulation has begun to expand to additional applications such

as angina pectoralis and incontinence. Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS)

has also been applied therapeutically for well over a decade for the

treatment of refractory chronic pain syndromes, and DBS has also

recently been applied in additional areas such as movement disorders

and epilepsy. Further, in recent investigations, Peripheral Nerve

Stimulation (PNS) systems have demonstrated efficacy in the treatment

of chronic pain syndromes and incontinence, and a number of additional

applications are currently under investigation. Furthermore, Functional

Electrical Stimulation (FES) systems, such as the Freehand system by

NeuroControl (Cleveland, Ohio), have been applied to restore some

functionality to paralyzed extremities in spinal cord injury patients.



[0004] These implantable neuromodulation systems typically include one

or more electrodes carrying stimulation leads, which are implanted at the

desired stimulation site, and an implantable neuromodulation device

(e.g., an implantable pulse generator (IPG)) implanted remotely from the

stimulation site, but coupled either directly to the neuromodulation lead(s)

or indirectly to the neuromodulation lead(s) via a lead extension. The

neuromodulation system may further comprise a handheld external

control device (e.g., a remote control ( C)) to remotely instruct the

neuromodulator to generate electrical stimulation pulses in accordance

with selected stimulation parameters.

[0005] Implantable neuromodulation devices are active devices requiring

energy for operation, and thus, the neuromodulation system oftentimes

includes an external charger to recharge a neuromodulation device, so

that a surgical procedure to replace a power depleted neuromodulation

device can be avoided. To wirelessly convey energy between the

external charger and the implanted neuromodulation device, the charger

typically includes an alternating current (AC) charging coil that supplies

energy to a similar charging coil located in or on the neuromodulation

device. The energy received by the charging coil located on the

neuromodulation device can then be stored in a rechargeable battery

within the neuromodulation device, which can then be used to power the

electronic componentry on-demand. Depending on the settings, the

neuromodulation device may need to be recharged every 1-30 days.

[0006] Electrical stimulation energy may be delivered from the

neuromodulation device to the electrodes in the form of an electrical

pulsed waveform. Thus, stimulation energy may be controllably delivered

to the electrodes to stimulate neural tissue. The configuration of

electrodes used to deliver electrical pulses to the targeted tissue

constitutes an electrode configuration, with the electrodes capable of

being selectively programmed to act as anodes (positive), cathodes

(negative), or left off (zero). In other words, an electrode configuration

represents the polarity being positive, negative, or zero. Other

parameters that may be controlled or varied include the amplitude, width,

and rate of the electrical pulses provided through the electrode array.



Each electrode configuration, along with the electrical pulse parameters,

can be referred to as a "stimulation parameter set."

[0007] With some neuromodulation systems, and in particular, those with

independently controlled current or voltage sources, the distribution of the

current to the electrodes (including the case of the neuromodulation

device, which may act as an electrode) may be varied such that the

current is supplied via numerous different electrode configurations. In

different configurations, the electrodes may provide current or voltage in

different relative percentages of positive and negative current or voltage

to create different electrical current distributions (i.e., fractionalized

electrode configurations).

[0008] As briefly discussed above, an external control device can be

used to instruct the neuromodulation device to generate electrical

stimulation pulses in accordance with the selected stimulation

parameters. Typically, the stimulation parameters programmed into the

neuromodulation device can be adjusted by manipulating controls on the

external control device to modify the electrical stimulation provided by the

neuromodulation device system to the patient. Thus, in accordance with

the stimulation parameters programmed by the external control device,

electrical pulses can be delivered from the neuromodulation device to the

stimulation electrode(s) to stimulate or activate a volume of tissue in

accordance with a set of stimulation parameters and provide the desired

efficacious therapy to the patient. The best stimulus parameter set will

typically be one that delivers stimulation energy to the volume of tissue

that must be stimulated in order to provide the therapeutic benefit (e.g.,

treatment of pain), while minimizing the volume of non-target tissue that

is stimulated.

[0009] However, the number of electrodes available, combined with the

ability to generate a variety of complex stimulation pulses, presents a

huge selection of stimulation parameter sets to the clinician or patient.

For example, if the neurostimulation system to be programmed has an

array of sixteen electrodes, millions of stimulation parameter sets may be

available for programming into the neurostimulation system. Today,

neurostimulation system may have up to thirty-two electrodes, thereby



exponentially increasing the number of stimulation parameters sets

available for programming.

[0010] To facilitate such selection, the clinician generally programs the

neuromodulation device through a computerized programming system.

This programming system can be a self-contained hardware/software

system, or can be defined predominantly by software running on a

standard personal computer (PC). The PC or custom hardware may

actively control the characteristics of the electrical stimulation generated

by the neuromodulation device to allow the optimum stimulation

parameters to be determined based on patient feedback or other means

and to subsequently program the neuromodulation device with the

optimum stimulation parameter set or sets. The computerized

programming system may be operated by a clinician attending the patient

in several scenarios.

[001 1] For example, in order to achieve an effective result from SCS, the

lead or leads must be placed in a location, such that the electrical

stimulation will cause paresthesia. The current understanding is that

paresthesia induced by the stimulation and perceived by the patient

should be located in approximately the same place in the patient's body

as the pain that is the target of treatment. If a lead is not correctly

positioned, it is possible that the patient will receive little or no benefit

from an implanted SCS system. Thus, correct lead placement can mean

the difference between effective and ineffective pain therapy. When

electrical leads are implanted within the patient, the computerized

programming system, in the context of an operating room (OR) mapping

procedure, may be used to instruct the neuromodulation device to apply

electrical stimulation to test placement of the leads and/or electrodes,

thereby assuring that the leads and/or electrodes are implanted in

effective locations within the patient. However, despite location of

paresthesia in the location of the pain, not all SCS effectively treats pain.

There, thus, remains a need for alternative SCS treatment locations on a

patient's body.

[0012] Once the leads are correctly positioned, a fitting procedure, which

may be referred to as a navigation session, may be performed using the



computerized programming system to program the external control

device, and if applicable the neuromodulation device, with a set of

stimulation parameters that best addresses the painful site. Thus, the

navigation session may be used to pinpoint the volume of activation

(VOA) or areas correlating to the pain. Such programming ability is

particularly advantageous for targeting the tissue during implantation, or

after implantation should the leads gradually or unexpectedly move that

would otherwise relocate the stimulation energy away from the target

site. By reprogramming the neuromodulation device (typically by

independently varying the stimulation energy on the electrodes), the

volume of activation (VOA) can often be moved back to the effective pain

site without having to re-operate on the patient in order to reposition the

lead and its electrode array. When adjusting the volume of activation

(VOA) relative to the tissue, it is desirable to make small changes in the

proportions of current, so that changes in the spatial recruitment of nerve

fibers will be perceived by the patient as being smooth and continuous

and to have incremental targeting capability.

[0013] One known computerized programming system for SCS is called

the Bionic Navigator®, available from Boston Scientific Neuromodulation

Corporation. The Bionic Navigator® is a software package that operates

on a suitable PC and allows clinicians to program stimulation parameters

into an external handheld programmer (referred to as a remote control).

Each set of stimulation parameters, including fractionalized current

distribution to the electrodes (as percentage cathodic current, percentage

anodic current, or off), may be stored in both the Bionic Navigator® and

the remote control and combined into a stimulation program that can then

be used to stimulate multiple regions within the patient.

[0014] Although alternative or artifactual sensations, known as

paresthesia, are often appreciated by patients, patients sometimes report

these sensations to be uncomfortable, and therefore, they can be

considered an adverse side-effect to neuromodulation therapy in some

cases. It has been shown that the delivery of sub-threshold electrical

energy (e.g., high-rate pulsed electrical energy and/or low pulse width



electrical energy) can be effective in providing neuromodulation therapy

for chronic pain without causing paresthesia.

[0015] A patient's physiological midline is a line of electrical field

positions (i.e., loci) on the patient's body where the effect of the

stimulation (e.g., paresthesia) is felt symmetrically or equally on both

sides of the patient's body. However, the physiological midline varies

from patient to patient and does not necessarily coincide with the

anatomic midline. Further, it is difficult to immediately determine if the

sub-threshold neuromodulation therapy is delivered to the physiological

midline of a patient, because there is a lack of paresthesia that may

otherwise indicate that the electrical field is being delivered to the

physiological midline of a patient. There, thus, remains a need to provide

a neuromodulation system that is capable of delivering sub-threshold

neuromodulation therapy to the physiological midline of a patient

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] The drawings illustrate the design and utility of preferred

embodiments of the present invention, in which similar elements are

referred to by common reference numerals. In order to better appreciate

how the above-recited and other advantages and objects of the present

inventions are obtained, a more particular description of the present

inventions briefly described above will be rendered by reference to

specific embodiments thereof, which are illustrated in the accompanying

drawings. Understanding that these drawings depict only typical

embodiments of the invention and are not therefore to be considered

limiting of its scope, the invention will be described and explained with

additional specificity and detail through the use of the accompanying

drawings in which:

[0017] Fig. 1 is a plan view of a Spinal Cord Modulation (SCM) system

constructed in accordance with one embodiment of the present

inventions;

[0018] Fig. 2 is a plan view of the SCM system of Fig. 1 in use with a

patient;



[0019] Fig. 3 is a profile view of an implantable pulse generator (IPG)

and percutaneous leads used in the SCM system of Fig. 1;

[0020] Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the internal components of a

clinician's programmer (CP) used in the SCM system of Fig. 1;

[0021] Figs. 5A-5E are plan views of a user interface of the CP of Fig. 4

for programming the IPG of Fig. 3 in a manual programming mode;

[0022] Figs. 6A-6H are plan views of a user interface of the CP of Fig. 4

for programming the IPG of Fig. 3 in an electronic trolling programming

mode;

[0023] Fig. 7 a flow diagram illustrating steps for using the CP of Fig. 4

to program the IPG of Fig. 3 to provide sub-threshold therapy to a patient

to treat chronic pain.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0024] In accordance with a first aspect of the present inventions, a

method of operating an implantable neuromodulator coupled to an

electrode array implanted adjacent tissue (e.g., spinal cord tissue) of a

patient having a medical condition is provided. The method comprises

conveying electrical modulation energy to tissue of the patient in

accordance with a series of modulation parameter sets, thereby gradually

displacing the locus of the resulting electrical field laterally relative to the

tissue. The method also comprises respectively associating a plurality of

different loci of the resulting electrical field with the series of modulation

parameter sets. The method further comprises causing the patient to

perceive paresthesia in response to the conveyance of the electrical

modulation energy to the tissue in accordance with at least one of the

modulation parameter sets. Moreover, the method comprises identifying

one of the at least one modulation parameter sets as creating an

electrical field having a locus disposed on a physiological midline of the

patient based on the perceived paresthesia. In addition, the method

comprises deriving another modulation parameter set from the identified

modulation parameter set. The method also comprises conveying

electrical modulation energy to the tissue of the patient in accordance

with the other modulation parameter set, thereby creating an electrical

field having a locus relative to the tissue that is the same as the locus of



the electrical field associated with the identified modulation parameter

set, and without causing the patient to perceive paresthesia.

[0025] In one embodiment, the medical condition (e.g., chronic pain)

affects a body region of the patient, and the electrical modulation energy

conveyed to the tissue in accordance with the identified modulation

parameter set causes the patient to perceive the paresthesia in the body

region. The identified modulation parameter set and the other

modulation parameter set may define different pulse rates (e.g., the

identified modulation parameter set defines a pulse rate less than 1500

Hz, and the other modulation parameter set defines a pulse rate greater

than 1500 Hz). The identified modulation parameter set and the other

modulation parameter set may define different pulse widths (e.g., the

identified modulation parameter set defines a pulse width greater than

100 µs , and the other modulation parameter set defines a pulse width

less than 100 µs ). The identified modulation parameter set may define

an electrode combination (e.g., a fractionalized electrode combination or

a multipolar electrode combination), and the other modulation parameter

set may define the same electrode combination.

[0026] In another embodiment, the method also comprises displacing a

virtual pole relative to the electrode array, and computing fractionalized

electrode combinations that respectively emulate the displaced virtual

pole. The series of modulation parameter sets may respectively define

the fractionalized electrode combinations. The identified modulation

parameter set may define a fractionalized electrode combination

corresponding to one of the series of virtual poles, and the other

modulation parameter set may define the same fractionalized electrode

combination. The virtual pole may be laterally displaced across the

electrode array.

[0027] In still another embodiment, the method also comprises

programming the neuromodulator with the other modulation parameter

set. The neuromodulator may be implanted within the patient. The

method may also comprise displacing the locus of the resulting electrical

field relative to the tissue in response to user input.



[0028] In accordance with a second aspect of the present inventions, a

method of providing therapy to a patient using an implantable

neuromodulator implanted within the patient is provided. The method

comprises conveying electrical modulation energy to tissue of the patient

to generate an electrical field having a locus relative to the tissue in a

super-threshold mode, thereby causing the patient to perceive

paresthesia. The method also comprises laterally steering the locus of

the electrical field by modifying a fractionalized electrode combination

while operating the neuromodulator in the super-threshold delivery mode

and receiving feedback from the patient to determine a physiological

midline. The method further comprises identifying a locus disposed on a

physiological midline of the patient and a corresponding fractionalized

electrode combination based on the perceived paresthesia. Moreover,

the method comprises switching operation of the neuromodulator to a

sub-threshold delivery mode, while maintaining corresponding

fractionalized electrode combination. In addition, the method comprises

delivering electrical modulation energy to the identified locus on the

physiological midline of the patient in the sub-threshold delivery mode to

provide sub-threshold therapy to the patient. The neuromodulator

delivers electrical modulation energy to the patient when in the sub¬

threshold delivery mode that provides sub-threshold therapy to the

patient.

[0029] In one embodiment, the method also comprises identifying

another locus disposed on the physiological midline of the patient and

another corresponding fractionalized electrode combination based on the

perceived paresthesia, and delivering electrical modulation energy to the

other identified locus on the physiological midline of the patient in the

sub-threshold delivery mode to provide sub-threshold therapy to the

patient. The method may also comprise identifying a plurality of loci

disposed on the physiological midline of the patient and a plurality of

corresponding fractionalized electrode combination based on the

perceived paresthesia, fitting a curve to the plurality of loci disposed on

the physiological midline, switching operation of the neuromodulator to

the a sub-threshold delivery mode, and delivering electrical modulation



energy to a point on the fitted curve of the patient in the sub-threshold

delivery mode to provide sub-threshold therapy to the patient. The

neuromodulator may deliver electrical modulation energy to the patient

when in the sub-threshold delivery mode that provides sub-threshold

therapy to the patient.

[0030] In another embodiment, the neuromodulator delivers the electrical

modulation energy at a pulse rate less than 1500 Hz when in the super-

threshold delivery mode, and delivers the electrical modulation energy at

a pulse rate greater than 1500 Hz when in the sub-threshold delivery

mode. The neuromodulator may deliver the electrical modulation energy

at a pulse rate less than 500 Hz when in the super-threshold delivery

mode, and delivers the electrical modulation energy at a pulse rate

greater than 2500 Hz when in the sub-threshold delivery mode. The

neuromodulator may deliver the electrical modulation energy at a pulse

width greater than 100 µs when in the super-threshold delivery mode,

and delivers the electrical modulation energy at a pulse width less than

100 µs when in the sub-threshold delivery mode. The neuromodulator

may deliver the electrical modulation energy at a pulse width greater than

200 µs when in the super-threshold delivery mode, and delivers the

electrical modulation energy at a pulse width less than 50 µs when in the

sub-threshold delivery mode. The patient may suffer from chronic pain in

a body region, and the paresthesia may be perceived by the patient in

the body region when the modulation energy is delivered to the patient

when the neuromodulator is in the super-threshold delivery mode.

[0031] In accordance with a third aspect of the present inventions, an

external control device for programming an implantable neuromodulator

coupled to an electrode array is provided. The external control device

comprises a user interface including a programming selection control

element configured for allowing a user to select a super-threshold

programming mode having a first limit on a modulation parameter and a

sub-threshold programming mode having a second limit on the

modulation parameter different from the first limit. The external control

device also comprises controller/processor circuitry configured for

defining a series of modulation parameter sets during the programming of



th n uromodulator in th sup r-thr shold programming mod , and

instructing th n uromodulator to conv y l ctrical n rgy to th

l ctrod array in accordanc with th s ri s of modulation param t r

s ts in a mann r that displac s a locus of a r sulting l ctrical fi ld

r lativ to th l ctrod array. Th controll r/proc ssor circuitry is also

configur d for automaticallyjd ntifying on of th s ri s of modulation

param t r s ts as cr ating an l ctrical fi ld having a locus dispos d on

a physiological midlin of th pati nt.

[0032] In on mbodim nt, th controll r/proc ssor circuitry, in r spons

to th actuation of th programming s l ction control l m nt, is

configur d for d riving anoth r modulation param t r s t from th

id ntifi d modulation param t r s t of th s ri s of modulation param t r

s ts, and instructing th n uromodulator to conv y l ctrical n rgy to

th l ctrod array in accordanc with th oth r modulation param t r

s t during th programming of th n uromodulation to d vic in th sub¬

thr shold programming mod . Th controll r/proc ssor circuitry may b

configur d for d riving th oth r modulation param t r s t in a mann r

that caus s an l ctrical fi ld r sulting from th conv yanc of th

l ctrical n rgy to th l ctrod array in accordanc with th oth r

modulation param t r s t to hav a locus that is th sam as th locus of

th l ctrical fi ld r sulting from th conv yanc of th l ctrical n rgy

to th l ctrod array in accordanc with th id ntifi d modulation

param t r s t .

[0033] In anoth r mbodim nt, th modulation param t r is a puls rat ,

th first limit is an upp r limit valu l ss than 1500 Hz, and th s cond

limit is a low r limit valu gr at r than 1500 Hz. Th modulation

param t r may b a puls width, th first limit may b a low r limit valu

gr at r than 100 µs, and th s cond limit may b an upp r limit valu

l ss than 100 µs. Th sub-thr shold programming mod may b a s mi-

automat d programming mod .

[0034] In still anoth r mbodim nt, th controll r/proc ssor circuitry is

configur d for automatically d fining a virtual multipol r lativ to th

l ctrod array wh n programming th n uromodulator in th sup r-

thr shold programming mod , and computing modulation param t rs for



the electrode array that emulate the virtual multipole, wherein a first

modulation parameter set includes the computed modulation parameters.

The controller/processor circuitry may also be configured for panning the

virtual multipole laterally across the electrode array. The external control

device may also comprise telemetry circuitry, wherein the

controller/processor circuitry is configured for programming the

neuromodulator via the telemetry circuitry. The external control device

may further comprise a housing containing the user interface and the

controller/processor circuitry.

[0035] Other and further aspects and features of the invention will be

evident from reading the following detailed description of the preferred

embodiments, which are intended to illustrate, not limit, the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0036] Turning first to Fig. 1, an exemplary SCM system 10 generally

includes a plurality (in this case, two) of implantable neuromodulation

leads 12, an implantable pulse generator (IPG) 14, an external remote

controller RC 16, a clinician's programmer (CP) 18, an external trial

modulator (ETM) 20, and an external charger 22.

[0037] The IPG 14 is physically connected via one or more percutaneous

lead extensions 24 to the neuromodulation leads 12, which carry a

plurality of electrodes 26 arranged in an array. In the illustrated

embodiment, the neuromodulation leads 12 are percutaneous leads, and

to this end, the electrodes 26 are arranged in-line along the

neuromodulation leads 12. The number of neuromodulation leads 12

illustrated is two, although any suitable number of neuromodulation leads

12 can be provided, including only one, as long as the number of

electrodes 26 is greater than two (including the IPG case) to allow for

lateral steering of the current. Alternatively, a surgical paddle lead can

be used in place of one or more of the percutaneous leads. As will be

described in further detail below, the IPG 14 includes pulse generation

circuitry that delivers electrical modulation energy in the form of a pulsed

electrical waveform (i.e., a temporal series of electrical pulses) to the

electrode array 26 in accordance with a set of modulation parameters.



[0038] The ETM 20 may also be physically connected via the

percutaneous lead extensions 28 and external cable 30 to the

neuromodulation leads 12. The ETM 20, which has similar pulse

generation circuitry as the IPG 14, also delivers electrical modulation

energy in the form of a pulse electrical waveform to the electrode array

26 accordance with a set of modulation parameters. The major

difference between the ETM 20 and the IPG 14 is that the ETM 20 is a

non-implantable device that is used on a trial basis after the

neuromodulation leads 12 have been implanted and prior to implantation

of the IPG 14, to test the responsiveness of the modulation that is to be

provided. Thus, any functions described herein with respect to the IPG

14 can likewise be performed with respect to the ETM 20. For purposes

of brevity, the details of the ETM 20 will not be described herein. Details

of exemplary embodiments of ETM are disclosed in U.S. Patent No.

6,895,280, which is expressly incorporated herein by reference.

[0039] The RC 16 may be used to telemetrically control the ETM 20 via a

bi-directional RF communications link 32. Once the IPG 14 and

neuromodulation leads 12 are implanted, the RC 16 may be used to

telemetrically control the IPG 14 via a bi-directional RF communications

link 34. Such control allows the IPG 14 to be turned on or off and to be

programmed with different modulation parameter sets. The IPG 14 may

also be operated to modify the programmed modulation parameters to

actively control the characteristics of the electrical modulation energy

output by the IPG 14. As will be described in further detail below, the CP

18 provides clinician detailed modulation parameters for programming

the IPG 14 and ETM 20 in the operating room and in follow-up sessions.

[0040] The CP 18 may perform this function by indirectly communicating

with the IPG 14 or ETM 20, through the RC 16, via an IR communications

link 36. Alternatively, the CP 18 may directly communicate with the IPG

14 or ETM 20 via an RF communications link (not shown). The clinician

detailed modulation parameters provided by the CP 18 are also used to

program the RC 16, so that the modulation parameters can be

subsequently modified by operation of the RC 16 in a stand-alone mode

(i.e., without the assistance of the CP 18).



[0041] The external charger 22 is a portable device used to

transcutaneously charge the IPG 14 via an inductive link 38. Once the

IPG 14 has been programmed, and its power source has been charged

by the external charger 22 or otherwise replenished, the IPG 14 may

function as programmed without the RC 16 or CP 18 being present. For

purposes of brevity, the details of the external charger 22 will not be

described herein. Details of exemplary embodiments of the external

charger are disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 6,895,280, which is expressly

incorporated herein by reference.

[0042] As shown in Fig. 2, the neuromodulation leads 12 are implanted

within the spinal column 42 of a patient 40. The preferred placement of

the neuromodulation leads 12 is adjacent, i.e., resting upon, the spinal

cord area to be stimulated. Due to the lack of space near the location

where the neuromodulation leads 12 exit the spinal column 42, the IPG

14 is generally implanted in a surgically-made pocket either in the

abdomen or above the buttocks. The IPG 14 may, of course, also be

implanted in other locations of the patient's body. The lead extension 24

facilitates locating the IPG 14 away from the exit point of the

neuromodulation leads 12. As shown in Fig. 2, the CP 18 communicates

with the IPG 14 via the RC 16.

[0043] Referring now to Fig. 3, the external features of the

neuromodulation leads 12 and the IPG 14 will be briefly described. One

of the neuromodulation leads 12a has eight electrodes 26 (labeled E1-

E8), and the other neuromodulation lead 12b has eight electrodes 26

(labeled E9-E16). The actual number and shape of leads and electrodes

will, of course, vary according to the intended application. The IPG 14

comprises an outer case 44 for housing the electronic and other

components (described in further detail below), and a connector 46 to

which the proximal ends of the neuromodulation leads 12 mates in a

manner that electrically couples the electrodes 26 to the electronics

within the outer case 44. The outer case 44 is composed of an

electrically conductive, biocompatible material, such as titanium, and

forms a hermetically sealed compartment wherein the internal electronics



are protected from the body tissue and fluids. In some cases, the outer

case 44 may serve as an electrode.

[0044] The IPG 14 comprises electronic components, such as a

controller/processor (e.g., a microcontroller) 39, memory 41, a battery 43,

telemetry circuitry 45, monitoring circuitry 47, modulation output circuitry

49, and other suitable components known to those skilled in the art. The

microcontroller 39 executes a suitable program stored in memory 4 1, for

directing and controlling the neuromodulation performed by IPG 14.

Telemetry circuitry 45, including an antenna (not shown), is configured for

receiving programming data (e.g., the operating program and/or

modulation parameters) from the RC 16 and/or CP 18 in an appropriate

modulated carrier signal, which the programming data is then stored in

the memory (not shown). The telemetry circuitry 45 is also configured for

transmitting status data to the RC 16 and/or CP 18 in an appropriate

modulated carrier signal. The battery 43, which may be a rechargeable

lithium-ion or lithium-ion polymer battery, provides operating power to

IPG 14. The monitoring circuitry 47 is configured for monitoring the

present capacity level of the battery 43.

[0045] The modulation output circuitry 49 provides electrical modulation

energy in the form of a pulsed electrical waveform to the electrodes 26 in

accordance with a set of modulation parameters programmed into the

IPG 14. Such modulation parameters may comprise electrode

combinations, which define the electrodes that are activated as anodes

(positive), cathodes (negative), and turned off (zero), percentage of

modulation energy assigned to each electrode (fractionalized electrode

configurations), and electrical pulse parameters, which define the pulse

amplitude (measured in milliamps or volts depending on whether the IPG

14 supplies constant current or constant voltage to the electrode array

26), pulse width (measured in microseconds), pulse rate (measured in

pulses per second), and burst rate (measured as the modulation on

duration X and modulation off duration Y).

[0046] Electrical modulation will occur between a plurality of activated

electrodes, one of which may be the IPG case 44. Modulation energy

may be transmitted to the tissue in a monopolar or multipolar (e.g.,



bipolar, tripolar, etc.) fashion. Monopolar modulation occurs when a

selected one of the lead electrodes 26 is activated along with the case of

the IPG 14, so that modulation energy is transmitted between the

selected electrode 26 and case. Bipolar modulation occurs when two of

the lead electrodes 26 are activated as anode and cathode, so that

modulation energy is transmitted between the selected electrodes 26.

For example, electrode E3 on the first lead 12a may be activated as an

anode at the same time that electrode E 11 on the second lead 12b is

activated as a cathode. Tripolar modulation occurs when three of the

lead electrodes 26 are activated, two as anodes and the remaining one

as a cathode, or two as cathodes and the remaining one as an anode.

For example, electrodes E4 and E5 on the first lead 12a may be

activated as anodes at the same time that electrode E12 on the second

lead 12b is activated as a cathode. Such multipolar modulation facilitates

lateral steering and fractionalization of current.

[0047] Any of the electrodes E1-E16 and case electrode may be

assigned to up to k possible groups or timing "channels." In one

embodiment, k may equal four. The timing channel identifies which

electrodes are selected to synchronously source or sink current to create

an electric field in the tissue to be stimulated. Amplitudes and polarities

of electrodes on a channel may vary. In particular, the electrodes can be

selected to be positive (sourcing current), negative (sinking current), or

off (no current) polarity in any of the k timing channels.

[0048] In the illustrated embodiment, IPG 14 can individually control the

magnitude of electrical current flowing through each of the electrodes. In

this case, it is preferred to have a current generator, wherein individual

current-regulated amplitudes from independent current sources for each

electrode may be selectively generated. Although this system is optimal

to take advantage of the invention, other neuromodulators that may be

used with the invention include neuromodulators having voltage

regulated outputs. While individually programmable electrode amplitudes

are optimal to achieve fine control, a single output source switched

across electrodes may also be used, although with less fine control in

programming. Mixed current and voltage regulated devices may also be



used with the invention. Further details discussing the detailed structure

and function of IPGs are described more fully in U.S. Patent Nos.

6,51 6,227 and 6,993,384, which are expressly incorporated herein by

reference.

[0049] It should be noted that rather than an IPG, the SCM system 10

may alternatively utilize an implantable receiver-stimulator (not shown)

connected to the neuromodulation leads 12. In this case, the power

source, e.g., a battery, for powering the implanted receiver, as well as

control circuitry to command the receiver-stimulator, will be contained in

an external controller inductively coupled to the receiver-stimulator via an

electromagnetic link. Data/power signals are transcutaneous^ coupled

from a cable-connected transmission coil placed over the implanted

receiver-modulator. The implanted receiver-modulator receives the

signal and generates the modulation in accordance with the control

signals.

[0050] The IPG 14 may be operated in one of a super-threshold delivery

mode and a sub-threshold delivery mode. While in the super-threshold

delivery mode, the IPG 14 is configured for delivering electrical

modulation energy that provides super-threshold therapy to the patient (in

this case, causes the patient to perceive paresthesia). While in the sub¬

threshold delivery mode, the IPG 14 is configured for delivering electrical

modulation energy that provides sub-threshold therapy to the patient (in

this case, does not cause the patient to perceive paresthesia). Further

details discussing modulation phases and delivery modes are described

more fully in U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/801 ,91 7,

entitled "Systems and Methods for Delivering Sub-Threshold Therapy to

a Patient," which is expressly incorporated herein by reference.

[0051] As briefly discussed above, the CP 18 greatly simplifies the

programming of multiple electrode configurations, allowing the user (e.g.,

the physician or clinician) to readily determine the desired modulation

parameters to be programmed into the IPG 14, as well as the RC 16.

Thus, modification of the modulation parameters in the programmable

memory of the IPG 14 after implantation is performed by a user using the

CP 18, which can directly communicate with the IPG 14 or indirectly



communicate with the IPG 14 via the RC 16. That is, the CP 18 can be

used by the user to modify operating parameters of the electrode array

26 near the spinal cord.

[0052] As shown in Fig. 2, the overall appearance of the CP 18 is that of

a laptop personal computer (PC), and in fact, may be implemented using

a PC that has been appropriately configured to include a directional-

programming device and programmed to perform the functions described

herein. Alternatively, the CP 18 may take the form of a mini-computer,

personal digital assistant (PDA), etc., or even a remote control (RC) with

expanded functionality. Thus, the programming methodologies can be

performed by executing software instructions contained within the CP 18.

Alternatively, such programming methodologies can be performed using

firmware or hardware. In any event, the CP 18 may actively control the

characteristics of the electrical stimulation generated by the IPG 14 to

allow the optimum modulation parameters to be determined based on

patient feedback and for subsequently programming the IPG 14 with the

optimum modulation parameter.

[0053] To allow the user to perform these functions, the CP 18 includes a

user input device (e.g., a mouse 72 and a keyboard 74), and a

programming display screen 76 housed in a case 78. It is to be

understood that in addition to, or in lieu of, the mouse 72, other

directional programming devices may be used, such as a trackball,

touchpad, joystick, or directional keys included as part of the keys

associated with the keyboard 74.

[0054] In the illustrated embodiment described below, the display screen

76 takes the form of a conventional screen, in which case, a virtual

pointing device, such as a cursor controlled by a mouse, joy stick,

trackball, etc., can be used to manipulate graphical objects on the display

screen 76. In alternative embodiments, the display screen 76 takes the

form of a digitizer touch screen, which may either passive or active. If

passive, the display screen 76 includes detection circuitry (not shown)

that recognizes pressure or a change in an electrical current when a

passive device, such as a finger or non-electronic stylus, contacts the

screen. If active, the display screen 76 includes detection circuitry that



recognizes a signal transmitted by an electronic pen or stylus. In either

case, detection circuitry is capable of detecting when a physical pointing

device (e.g., a finger, a non-electronic stylus, or an electronic stylus) is in

close proximity to the screen, whether it be making physical contact

between the pointing device and the screen or bringing the pointing

device in proximity to the screen within a predetermined distance, as well

as detecting the location of the screen in which the physical pointing

device is in close proximity. When the pointing device touches or

otherwise is in close proximity to the screen, the graphical object on the

screen adjacent to the touch point is locked" for manipulation, and when

the pointing device is moved away from the screen the previously locked

object is unlocked. Further details discussing the use of a digitizer

screen for programming are set forth in U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Ser. No. 61/561,760, entitled Technique for Linking

Electrodes Together during Programming of Neurostimulation System,"

which is expressly incorporated herein by reference.

[0055] As shown in Fig. 4 , the CP 18 includes a controller/processor 80

(e.g., a central processor unit (CPU)) and memory 82 that stores a

stimulation programming package 84, which can be executed by the

controller/processor 80 to allow the user to program the IPG 14, and RC

16. The CP 18 further includes an output circuitry 86 for downloading

modulation parameters to the IPG 14 and RC 16 and for uploading

modulation parameters already stored in the memory 66 of the RC 16 or

memory of the IPG 14. In addition, the CP 18 further includes a user

input device 88 (such as the mouse 72 or keyboard 74) to provide user

commands. Notably, while the controller/processor 80 is shown in Fig. 4

as a single device, the processing functions and controlling functions can

be performed by a separate controller and processor 64. Thus, it can be

appreciated that the controlling functions described below as being

performed by the CP 18 can be performed by a controller, and the

processing functions described below as being performed by the CP 18

can be performed by the processor 64.

[0056] Execution of the programming package 84 by the

controller/processor 80 provides a multitude of display screens (not



shown) that can be navigated through via use of the mouse 72. These

display screens allow the clinician to, among other functions, to select or

enter patient profile information (e.g., name, birth date, patient

identification, physician, diagnosis, and address), enter procedure

information (e.g., programming/follow-up, implant trial system, implant

IPG, implant IPG and lead(s), replace IPG, replace IPG and leads,

replace or revise leads, explant, etc.), generate a pain map of the patient,

define the configuration and orientation of the leads, initiate and control

the electrical modulation energy output by the neuromodulation leads 12,

and select and program the IPG 14 with modulation parameters in both a

surgical setting and a clinical setting. Further details discussing the

above-described CP functions are disclosed in U.S. Patent Application

Ser. No. 12/501,282, entitled "System and Method for Converting Tissue

Stimulation Programs in a Format Usable by an Electrical Current

Steering Navigator," and U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 12/614,942,

entitled "System and Method for Determining Appropriate Steering

Tables for Distributing Modulation energy Among Multiple

Neuromodulation Electrodes," which are expressly incorporated herein by

reference. Execution of the programming package 84 provides a user

interface that conveniently allows a user to program the IPG 14.

[0057] Referring first to Fig. 5A, a graphical user interface (GUI) 100 that

can be generated by the CP 18 to allow a user to program the IPG 14 will

be described. In the illustrated embodiment, the GU1 100 comprises

three panels: a program selection panel 102, a lead display panel 104,

and a modulation parameter adjustment panel 106. Some embodiments

of the GU1 100 may allow for closing and expanding one or both of the

lead display panel 102 and the parameter adjustment panel 106 by

clicking on the tab 108 (to show or hide the parameter adjustment panel

106) or the tab 110 (to show or hide the full view of both the lead

selection panel 104 and the parameter adjustment panel 106).

[0058] The program selection panel 102 provides information about

modulation programs and coverage areas that have been, or may be,

defined for the IPG 14. In particular, the program selection panel 102

includes a carousel 112 on which a plurality of modulation programs 114



(in this case, up to sixteen) may be displayed and selected. The program

selection panel 102 further includes a selected program status field 116

indicating the number of the modulation program 114 that is currently

selected (any number from " to "16"). In the illustrated embodiment,

program 1 is the only one currently selected, as indicated by the number

"1" in the field 116. The program selection panel 102 further comprises a

name field 118 in which a user may associate a unique name to the

currently selected modulation program 114. In the illustrated

embodiment, currently selected program 1 has been called lower back,"

thereby identifying program 1 as being the modulation program 114

designed to provide therapy for lower back pain.

[0059] The program selection panel 102 further comprises a plurality of

coverage areas 120 (in this case, up to four) with which a plurality of

modulation parameter sets can respectively be associated to create the

currently selected modulation program 114 (in this case, program 1).

Each coverage area 120 that has been defined includes a designation

field 122 (one of letters "A"-"D"), and an electrical pulse parameter field

124 displaying the electrical pulse parameters, and specifically, the pulse

amplitude, pulse width, and pulse rate, of the modulation parameter set

associated with the that coverage area. In this example, only coverage

area A is defined for program 1, as indicated by the "A" in the designation

field 122. The electrical pulse parameter field 124 indicates that a pulse

amplitude of 5 mA, a pulse width of 210 µs , and a pulse rate of 40 Hz has

been associated with coverage area A.

[0060] Each of the defined coverage areas 120 also includes a selection

icon 126 that can be alternately actuated to activate or deactivate the

respective coverage area 120. When a coverage area is activated, an

electrical pulse train is delivered from the IPG 14 to the electrode array

26 in accordance with the modulation parameter set associated with that

coverage area. Notably, multiple ones of the coverage areas 120 can be

simultaneously activated by actuating the selection icons 126 for the

respective coverage areas. In this case, multiple electrical pulse trains

are concurrently delivered from the IPG 14 to the electrode array 26

during timing channels in an interleaved fashion in accordance with the



respective modulation parameter sets associated with the coverage

areas 120. Thus, each coverage area 120 corresponds to a timing

channel.

[0061] To the extent that any of the coverage areas 120 have not been

defined (in this case, three have not been defined), they include text

"click to add another program area"), indicating that any of these

remaining coverage areas 120 can be selected for association with a

modulation parameter set. Once selected, the coverage area 120 will be

populated with the designation field 122, electrical pulse parameter field

124, and selection icon 126.

[0062] The lead display panel 104 includes graphical leads 128, which

are illustrated with eight graphical electrodes 130 each (labeled

electrodes E1-E8 for the first lead 128 and electrodes E9-E16 for second

lead 128). The lead display panel 104 also includes a graphical case 132

representing the case 44 of the IPG 14. The lead display panel 104

further includes lead group selection tabs 134 (in this case, four), any of

which can be actuated to select one of four groups of graphical leads

128. In this case, the first lead group selection tab 134 has been

actuated, thereby displaying the two graphical leads 128 in their defined

orientation. In the case where additional leads 12 are implanted within

the patient, they can be associated with additional lead groups.

[0063] The parameters adjustment panel 106 also includes a pulse

amplitude adjustment control 136 (expressed in milliamperes (mA)), a

pulse width adjustment control 138 (expressed in microseconds (µs)),

and a pulse rate adjustment control 140 (expressed in Hertz (Hz)), which

are displayed and actuatable in all the programming modes. Each of the

controls 136-140 includes a first arrow that can be actuated to decrease

the value of the respective modulation parameter and a second arrow

that can be actuated to increase the value of the respective modulation

parameter. Each of the controls 136-140 also includes a display area for

displaying the currently selected parameter. In response to the

adjustment of any of electrical pulse parameters via manipulation of the

graphical controls in the parameter adjustment panel 106, the

controller/processor 80 generates a corresponding modulation parameter



set (with a new pulse amplitude, new pulse width, or new pulse rate) and

transmits it to the IPG 14 via the telemetry circuitry 86 for use in

delivering the modulation energy to the electrodes 26.

[0064] The parameter adjustment panel 106 includes a pull-down

programming mode field 142 that allows the user to switch between a

manual programming mode and an electronic trolling programming

mode. Each of these programming modes allows a user to define a

modulation parameter set for the currently selected coverage area 120 of

the currently selected program 114 via manipulation of graphical controls

in the parameter adjustment panel 106 described above, as well as the

various graphical controls described below. In the illustrated

embodiment, when switching between programming modes via actuation

of the programming mode field 142, the last electrode configuration with

which the IPG 14 was programmed in the previous programming mode is

converted into another electrode configuration, which is used as the first

electrode configuration with which the IPG 14 is programmed in the

subsequent programming mode.

[0065] The electronic trolling programming mode is designed to allow a

user to determine one or more efficacious modulation parameter sets for

providing super-threshold therapy to the patient. In particular, the

electronic trolling programming mode is designed to quickly sweep the

electrode array using a limited number of electrode configurations to

gradually steer an electrical field relative to the modulation leads until the

targeted stimulation site is located. The electronic trolling mode relies on

immediate feedback from the patient in response to the sensation of

paresthesia relative to the region of the body in which the patient

experiences pain.

[0066] Using the manual programming mode or the electronic trolling

programming mode, a user can pan the locus of an electrical field

laterally across an array of electrodes 26, and therefore across the spinal

cord of the patient into which the array is implanted. The amount of

displacement relative to the anatomic midline of the patient depends on

fractionalization of the current, the placement of the leads 12 relative to

the anatomy (e.g., spinal cord), and the unique physiology of the patient.



By changing the fractionalization of the current, the locus of the resulting

electrical field can be panned laterally from one side of the patient's

anatomic midline to the other. Using patient feedback regarding the

effect of the electrical field (e.g., paresthesia) while laterally panning the

electrical field at an axial or vertebral level, the physiological midline at

that axial level can be identified in terms of current fractionalization for a

given array of electrodes 26 implanted in a particular patient.

[0067] An exemplary method for delivery modulation energy at a patient's

physiological midline begins with implanting an array of electrodes 26 on

one or more leads 12 and an IPG 14 in the patient. As shown in Fig. 2,

the leads 12 are connected to the IPG 14 by lead extensions 24, which

are also implanted in the patent. The IPG 14 is connected to the CP 18

as described above.

[0068] Using the CP 18, a user (e.g., a physician) instructs the IPG 14 to

generate a modulation signal resulting in an electrical field having a

locus. The user can use either the manual programming mode or the

electronic trolling programming mode (both described in examples below)

of the CP 18 to set various modulation parameters. The electrical field

locus can be displaced by fractionalizing the cathodic current across the

array of electrodes 26. Other modulation parameters (e.g., amplitude,

frequency, duty cycle, pulse width, etc.) are adjusted to achieve super-

threshold stimulation (i.e., stimulation that produces paresthesia in the

patient).

[0069] Significantly, the physiological midline can be identified by eliciting

patient feedback while incrementally panning the electrical laterally at a

particular vertebral (i.e., axial) level. After identifying the physiological

midline at a particular vertebral level, the lateral panning process can be

repeated at a different vertebral level to identify the physiological midline

at the new vertebral level.

[0070] The initial modulation signal sets the locus of the resulting

electrical field and paresthesia at a particular axial level and preferably to

one lateral extreme of the array of electrodes 26 (e.g., the far left side of

the array). The user can then pan the electrical field locus laterally

across the array of electrodes 26 by adjusting the modulation parameters



using either the manual or electronic trolling programming modes of the

CP 18. The user determines the rate of locus panning by adjusting the

rate at which the modulation parameters are changed at the CP 18. The

user laterally pans the electronic field locus to the opposite side of the

array of electrodes 26 and across the patient's anatomic midline.

[0071] While the locus of the electrical field is panned laterally across the

array of electrodes 26 using either of the manual or electronic trolling

programming modes, the patient indicates when paresthesia of equal

intensity is felt on both sides of the patient's body by providing voluntary

feedback. The voluntary feedback may include oral indication,

depression of a button, and/or interaction with a computer user interface.

When the patient provides the voluntary feedback indicating equal

intensity of paresthesia, the panning locus is, by definition, on the

physiological midline of the patient. The CP 18 notes the physiological

midline location by storing the fractionalized current that generated the

electrical field with a locus on the physiological midline. The locus is

panned at a speed such that the patient can accurately identify the

physiological midline.

[0072] After identifying the physiological midline at a particular axial level

as described above, the locus of the electrical field can be panned axially

up or down to identify the physiological midline at another axial level,

using the method described above. For example, the electrical field

locus can be moved axially downward by directing the cathodic current to

the next set of electrodes 26 in an axially downward direction in the array

of electrodes 26. This process can be repeated at a plurality of axial

levels, for instance at each vertebral level from C 1 to S5, to identify a

series of points along the physiological midline. Those identified points

can be interpolated to estimate the location of the physiological midline in

two dimensions.

[0073] Alternatively, the CP 18 or the IPG 14 can be programmed to

slowly and systematically pan the electronic field locus laterally across

the array of electrodes 26. For instance, the CP 18 can be programmed

to generate an initial modulation signal at the upper left comer of the

array of electrodes 26. The electrical field locus is then laterally and



slowly panned to the extreme right side of the array at that axial level in a

semi-automatic manner. When the patient provides feedback identifying

the physiological midline at the first axial level, the CP 18 generates a

signal at the extreme left side of a second axial level and laterally and

slowly pans the electrical field locus to the extreme right side of the

second axial level. If a patient cannot identify the physiological midline

during a first "pass" at an axial level, the CP 18 generates signals to

laterally pan the electrical field locus a second time at that axial level.

The process is repeated until the physiological midline is identified at a

desired series of axial levels (can be one axial level).

[0074] After the physiological midline is identified at one or more axial

levels, the user selects a user interface object on the CP 18 to cause the

IPG 14 to deliver sub-threshold signals (i.e., signals that do not result in

paresthesia) to loci along the physiological midline of the patient. The CP

18 or the IPG 14 modifies the modulation parameters previously defined

during the manual or electronic trolling programming modes to

predetermined values that ensure sub-threshold modulation, while

maintaining the position of each electrical field locus.

[0075] As shown in Figs. 5A-5D, the manual programming mode has

been selected. In the manual programming mode, each of the electrodes

130 of the graphical leads 128, as well as the graphical case 132, may be

individually selected, allowing the clinician to set the polarity (cathode or

anode) and the magnitude of the current (percentage) allocated to that

electrode 130, 132 using graphical controls located in an

amplitude/polarity area 144 of the parameter adjustment panel 106.

Electrode E15 is shown as being selected to allow the user to

subsequently allocate the polarity and fractionalized electrical current to it

via the graphical controls located in the amplitude/polarity area 144.

[0076] In particular, a graphical polarity control 146 located in the

amplitude/polarity area 144 includes a "+" icon, a "-" icon, and an OFF"

icon, which can be respectively actuated to toggle the selected electrode

130, 132 between a positive polarization (anode), a negative polarization

(cathode), and an off-state. An amplitude control 148 in the

amplitude/polarity area 144 includes an arrow that can be actuated to



decrease the magnitude of the fractionalized current of the selected

electrode 130, 132, and an arrow that can be actuated to increase the

magnitude of the fractionalized current of the selected electrode 130,

132. The amplitude control 148 also includes a display area that

indicates the adjusted magnitude of the fractionalized current for the

selected electrode 134. The amplitude control 148 is preferably disabled

if no electrode is visible and selected in the lead display panel 104. In

response to the adjustment of fractionalized electrode combination via

manipulation of the graphical controls in the amplitude/polarity area 144,

the controller/processor 80 generates a corresponding modulation

parameter set (with a new fractionalized electrode combination) and

transmits it to the IPG 14 via the telemetry circuitry 86 for use in

delivering the modulation energy to the electrodes 26.

[0077] In the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 5A, the graphical case 132

representing the case 44 of the IPG 14 has been selected as the anode

to which 100% of the anodic current has been allocated, and electrode

E2 has been selected as the cathode to which 100% of the cathodic

current has been allocated. This particular fractionalization of the

cathodic current creates an electrical field having a locus that is

asymmetric with respect to the location of the two leads 12, represented

by graphical leads 128 in the lead display panel 104. In this instance, the

locus will be offset to the left side of the array of electrodes 26. The locus

of the electrical field may also be displaced laterally relative to the

anatomic midline of the patient depending on the relative location of the

array of electrodes 26 and the spine of the patient into which the array is

implanted.

[0078] The electrical field locus can be panned from the left side of the

array of electrodes 26 to the right side, by adjusting the fractionalization

of the cathodic current using the manual programming mode to gradually

increase the percentage of the cathodic current allocated to E12 on the

right side of the array of electrodes 26. Similarly, the electrical field locus

can be panned leftward by increasing the percentage of the cathodic

current allocated to electrode E2. Using this set of electrodes, the

electrical field locus is displaced to its extreme left by setting the



percentage of the cathodic current allocated to electrode E2 to 100% (as

shown in Fig. 5A), and displaced to its extreme right by setting electrode

E12 to 100% (as shown in Fig. 5E).

[0079] For instance, the fractionalization can be adjusted such that 75%

and 25% of the cathodic current is allocated to electrodes E2 and E12,

respectively, as shown in Fig. 5B. Such an adjustment would pan the

electrical field locus in a rightward direction relative to the array of

electrodes 26 compared to the cathodic current fractionalization depicted

in Fig. 5A. When the fractionalization is adjusted such that 50% of the

cathodic current is allocated to both electrodes E2 and E12, as shown in

Fig. 5C, the electrical field locus is about halfway between the leads 12

corresponding to the graphic leads 130 in the lead display panel 104.

The fractionalization can also be adjusted such that 25% and 75% of the

cathodic current is allocated to electrodes E2 and E12, respectively, as

shown in Fig. 5D. In a similar manner, the electrical field locus can be

panned to the far right of the array of electrodes 26 by setting electrode

E12 to 100%, as shown in Fig. 5E. The array of electrodes 26 described

above is graphically depicted in the lead display panel 104 as residing on

two different graphical leads 128. However, the electrodes 26 can reside

on a different number of leads 12, including a single lead 12 carrying an

array of electrodes 26.

[0080] As generally described above, the electrical field locus can be

moved axially downward by directing the cathodic current to electrodes

E3 and E13. At this second axial level, the cathodic current can initially

be directed to E3 ( 100%). The current can be slowly shifted to E 13 to

laterally pan the electrical field locus across the array of electrodes 26 at

the second axial level. (Not shown).

[0081] Although the graphical controls located in the amplitude/polarity

area 144 can be manipulated for any of the electrodes, a dedicated

graphical control for selecting the polarity and fractionalized current value

can be associated with each of the electrodes, as described in U.S.

Patent Publication No. 2012/0290041, entitled "Neurostimulation System

with On-Effector Programmer Control," which is expressly incorporated

herein by reference.



[0082] The parameters adjustment panel 106, when the manual

programming mode is selected, also includes an equalization control 150

that can be actuated to automatically equalize current allocation to all

electrodes of a polarity selected by respective "Anode +" and "Cathode -"

icons. The ranges of pulse rates and pulse widths of the modulation

parameter sets defined during the manual programming can result in

either super-threshold therapy and sub-threshold therapy. For example,

the lower limit of the pulse amplitude may be as low as 0.1 mA, wherein

as the upper limit of the pulse amplitude may be as high as 20 mA. The

lower limit of the pulse width may be as low as 2 µs , whereas the upper

limit of the pulse width may be as high as 1000 µs . For example, the

lower limit of the pulse rate may be as low as 1Hz, whereas the upper

limit of the pulse rate may be as high as 50 KHz. In the illustrated

embodiment, a pulse amplitude of 5 mA, a pulse width of 210 µs , and a

pulse rate of 40 Hz have been selected. Thus, during the manual

programming mode, the selected coverage area 120 of the selected

program 114 can be programmed with a modulation parameter set

designed to either deliver super-threshold therapy or sub-threshold

therapy to the patient.

[0083] However, for identifying the physiological midline, the modulation

parameter sets are designed to deliver super-threshold therapy to elicit

feedback from the patient. For example, the lower limit value of the pulse

width may be 100 µs , and the upper limit of the pulse rate may be 1500

Hz.

[0084] The electronic trolling programming mode depicted in Figs. 6A-6H

is an alternative method of programming the IPG 14 using the CP 18 to

steer the locus of the electrical field generated by the IPG 14. The

electronic trolling programming mode allows a user to program the IPG

14 without entering the percent of current for each selected electrode 26

and whether each selected electrode 26 is an anode or a cathode.

Instead, programming the IPG 14 is simplified by using a graphical locus

160 in the CP 18 interface and an array of arrows 152 to steer to actual

locus of the electrical field relative to the electrodes 26, which are

represented on the CP 18 interface by graphical electrodes 130. In



response to displacement of the graphical locus 160 in the CP 18

interface, the CP 18 determines the fractionalization of the current

between the electrodes 26 to move the locus of the electrical field to the

position represented by the displaced graphical locus 160.

[0085] In one novel current steering method, described in U.S. Patent

Application Ser. No. 12/938,282, entitled "System and Method for

Mapping Arbitrary Electric Fields to Pre-existing Lead Electrodes," which

is expressly incorporated herein by reference, a stimulation target in the

form of a virtual pole (e.g., a virtual bipole or tripole) is defined and the

stimulation parameters, including the fractionalized current values on

each of the electrodes, are computationally determined in a manner that

emulates these virtual poles. It can be appreciated that current steering

can be implemented by moving the virtual poles about electrode array 26,

such that the appropriate fractionalized current values for the electrodes

are computed for each of the various positions of the virtual pole. As a

result, the current steering can be implemented using an arbitrary

number and arrangement of electrodes, thereby solving the afore-

described problems.

[0086] The virtual bipole or tripole can be determined using a simplified

virtual tripole consisting of a cathode, and an upper (or rostral) anode and

lower (or caudal) electrode located on a longitudinal axis from the

cathode. The virtual tripole may be defined using three values consisting

of ( 1) location of the cathode relative to the electrodes; (2) a focus, which

is the distance between the cathode and the anode(s); and (3) a

percentage of current on the upper cathode. This technique is described

in U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/452,965, entitled

"Neurostimulation System for Defining a Generalized Virtual Multipole,"

which is expressly incorporated herein by reference.

[0087] Alternatively, steering tables may be utilized to execute these

techniques and steer the current within the electrode array, as described

in U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 12/614,942, entitled "System and

Method for Determining Appropriate Steering Tables for Distributing

Stimulation Energy Among Multiple Neurostimulation Electrodes," which

is also expressly incorporated herein by reference.



[0088] As shown in Figs. 6A-6H, the electronic trolling programming

mode has been selected. In this mode, the electrodes 130 illustrated in

the lead display panel 104 that were individually selectable and

configurable in manual programming mode are used for display only and

are not directly selectable or controllable. Instead of an

amplitude/polarity area 144, the parameter selection panel 106 includes a

steering array of arrows 152 that allows steering the electrical field locus

up, down, left, or right relative to the electrodes 26. In the illustrated

embodiment, the electrical current is steered by laterally panning an

electric field locus, which is represented by the graphical locus 160, and

determining the signal parameters needed for the actual electrodes 26 to

emulate the graphical electrical field locus 160. In response to the

panning of the graphical locus 160 via manipulation of the steering array

of arrows 152, the controller/processor 80 generates a series of

modulation parameter sets (with different fractionalized electrode

combinations) and transmits them to the IPG 14 via the telemetry circuitry

86 for use in delivering the modulation energy to the electrode array 26 in

a manner that steers the locus of the resulting electrical field relative to

the electrode array 26.

[0089] In the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 6A, the graphical locus 160

has been panned over electrode E2 by manipulation of the steering array

of arrows 152. In response, 100% of the cathodic current has been set

for electrode E2, and 100% of the anodic current has been set for the

graphical case 132.

[0090] For instance, in Fig. 6B, the graphical locus 160 has been moved

further to the right of the array of graphical electrodes 130 on the lead

display panel 104 using the left and right arrows from the steering array

of arrows 152. Using only the left and right arrows laterally pans the

electrical field locus. In response to the panning of the graphical locus

160, the controller/processor 80 adjusts the fractionalization of the

cathodic currents to 75% and 25% for electrodes E2 and E12,

respectively.

[0091] In Fig. 6C, the graphical locus 160 has been panned to the

approximate center of the array of graphical electrodes 130. As a result,



electrodes E2 and E12 each receive 50% of the fractionalized cathodic

current In Fig. 6D, the graphical locus 160 has been panned to the right

side of the array of graphical electrodes 130, and electrodes E2 and E12

receive 25% and 75% of the fractionalized cathodic current, respectively.

In Fig. 6E, the graphical locus 160 has been panned over electrode E12,

and electrode E12 receives 100% of the fractionalized cathodic current.

[0092] In the illustrated embodiment, the locus (represented by the

graphical locus 160) used in the electronic trolling programming mode is

generated using a monopole that includes a modulating cathode (i.e.,

cathodic modulation is providing during the electronic trolling

programming mode) and an anodic IPG case 44. However, the locus

can be generated using any suitable polar arrangement. For instance,

Fig. 6F depicts a bipole arrangement in response to positioning the

graphical locus 160 to the left side of the array of graphical electrodes

130 axially between electrodes E2 and E3. In response to the panning of

the graphical locus 160, the controller/processor 80 adjusts the

fractionalization of the cathodic currents to 70% and 30% for electrodes

E2 and E12, respectively, and fractionalization of the anodic current to

50% for each of electrodes E3 and E13. This bipole has two cathodes

(E2 and E12) and two anodes (E3 and E 13).

[0093] Fig. 6G depicts a tripole arrangement in response to positioning

the graphical locus 160 to the left side of the array of graphical electrodes

130 axially between electrodes E2 and E3. In response to the panning of

the graphical locus 160, the controller/processor 80 adjusts the

fractionalization of the cathodic currents to 70% and 30% for electrodes

E3 and E13, respectively, and fractionalization of the anodic current to

25% for each of electrodes E2, E4, E12, and E14. This tripole has two

cathodes (E3 and E13) and four anodes (E2, E4, E12, and E14).

[0094] In the electronic trolling programming mode (a semi-automated

mode), the parameter adjustment panel 106 includes an advanced tab

154, as shown in Figs. 6A-6H, which when actuated, hides the lead

display panel 104 and provides access to a resolution control 156 and a

focus control 158, as shown in Fig. 6H. The resolution control 156 allows

changing the modulation adjustment resolution. In one embodiment,



three possible settings of Fine, Medium, and Coarse may be chosen.

The resolution control 156 has a "+" icon and a "-" icon that can be used

to adjust the resolution. The resolution control 156 also includes a

display element that graphically displays the current resolution level.

When the resolution is set to Fine, each change caused by use of the

steering array makes less of a change to the electrode configuration than

when the resolution is set to Medium or Coarse. The focus control 158

allows changing the stimulation focus by displacing the anode(s) and

cathode(s) toward each other to increase the focus, or displacing the

anode(s) and cathode(s) away from each other to decrease the focus.

The focus control 158 has a "+" icon and a "-" icon that can be used to

adjust the focus. The focus control 158 also includes a display element

that graphically displays the current focus level.

[0095] The CP 18 interfaces for the manual and electronic trolling

programming modes include a "Sub-T" user interface object or button

164 selectable to initiate sub-threshold stimulation (i.e., without

paresthesia). When a user selects the Sub-T button, the

controller/processor 80 transforms the fractionalized electrode

combination (from the manual or electronic trolling programming modes)

into a sub-threshold electrical field while maintaining the same locus

position in the manner described in U.S. Patent Application Ser. No.

13/715,751, which is expressly incorporated herein by reference. For

example, the ratio of the fractionalized cathodic current can be

maintained while other electrical pulse parameters (amplitude, pulse

width, or frequency) are modified to achieve sub-threshold stimulation.

[0096] The controller/processor 80 automatically modifies the electrical

pulse parameters previously defined in the graphical controls 136-140 of

the parameter adjustment panel 106 during the electronic trolling

programming mode (or alternatively, the manual programming mode) to

predetermined values that ensure sub-threshold modulation. However,

the modified electrical pulse parameters maintain the position of the

electrical field locus on the physiological midline. When the

controller/processor 80 modifies the previously defined electrical pulse

parameters to deliver sub-threshold modulation, the amplitude can be



reduced, the pulse width can be reduced, and the frequency can be

increased. For example, the pulse amplitude can be reduced from 5 mA

to 2.3 mA, the pulse width can be decreased from 210 µs to 40 µs , and

the pulse rate can be increased from 40 Hz to 2 KHz. In general, it is

preferred that the super-threshold pulse amplitude used in the manual

and electronic trolling programming modes be reduced by 30%-70% to

obtain the sub-threshold pulse amplitude in order to ensure efficacious

sub-threshold therapy. In general, the ranges of the pulse amplitudes,

pulse rates, and pulse widths of the modified modulation parameter sets

are limited to those known to result in sub-threshold therapy (e.g., not

causing paresthesia). For example, the upper limit value of the pulse

amplitude may be 5 mA, the upper limit value of the pulse width may be

100 µs , and the lower limit of the pulse rate may be 1500 Hz.

[0097] Thus, it can be appreciated from the foregoing that the

controller/processor 80 is capable of deriving a modulation parameter set

(fractionalized electrode combination, pulse amplitude, pulse width,

and/or pulse rate) for sub-threshold stimulation from a modulation

parameter set previously determined during the manual and electronic

trolling programming modes. The electrical field that results from the

delivery of the electrical energy to the electrode array 26 in accordance

with the new modulation parameter set defined for sub-threshold

stimulation will have a locus that is the same as the locus of the electrical

field resulting from the conveyance of the electrical energy to the plurality

of electrodes in accordance with the last modulation parameter set

defined for the manual and electronic trolling programming modes, i.e. at

the physiological midline of the patient. The electrical field locus is kept

constant by keeping the same fractionalized electrode combination

between the previously determined modulation parameter set and the

new modulation parameter set.

[0098] Having described the structure and function of the SCM system

10, one method of using it to identify a physiological midline of a patient

and to provide sub-threshold therapy to the patient at the identified

physiological midline to treat chronic pain will now be described with

reference to Fig. 7. First, the electrical leads 12 and the IPG 14 are



implanted in the patient. During the implantation step, care is taken to

position the electrical leads 12 on either side of the anatomic midline of

the patient (i.e., around the spine of the patient). Despite the current

understanding that modulation therapy should generate an electrical field

at the same location in the patient's body as the pain that is the target of

treatment, sub-threshold modulation therapy delivered to the

physiological midline of a patient may be more effective than the same

therapy delivered to the location of the pain in the patient's body.

However, it is difficult to immediately determine if the sub-threshold

neuromodulation therapy is delivered to the physiological midline of a

patient, because of the lack of paresthesia and because the physiological

midline does not necessarily coincide with the anatomic midline. The

remaining steps of this exemplary method address this problem by

identifying the physiological midline of a patient using super-threshold

stimulation before delivering sub-threshold stimulation to the

physiological midline of the patient.

[0099] The SCM system 10 is placed in the electronic trolling

programming mode as shown in Figs. 6A-6E (step 240). Alternatively,

this method may employ the manual programming mode as described

above with reference to Figs. 5A-5E. Then, the SCM system 10 is

operated to convey electrical modulation energy to the spinal cord tissue

of the patient in accordance with a series of modulation parameter sets,

such that the locus of the resulting electrical field is gradually displaced in

a lateral direction relative to the patient's anatomic midline from an

extreme left side of the array at an axial level to the extreme right side of

the array at that axial level (step 242). The electrical field locus is

panned by manipulating the steering array 172 as discussed above with

reference to Figs. 6A-6E, in which the fractionalized cathodic current

starts at 100% on the left side of the array of electrodes 26 at electrode

E2 (see Fig. 6A). The fractionalized cathodic current is gradually shifted

to the right side of the array of electrodes 26 until 100%of the cathodic

current is delivered through electrode E12 (see Fig. 6E), thereby creating

a series of modulation parameter sets having different fractionalized

cathodic current. Each of the modulation parameter sets defines



electrical pulse parameters likely to cause the patient to perceive

paresthesia. For example, each of the modulation parameter sets can

define a pulse rate less than 1500 Hz and/or a pulse width greater than

100 µs . The conveyed electrical modulation energy may be monopolar in

nature, and may be monophasic or biphasic (with a passive charge

recovery phase).

[00100] The patient perceives paresthesia in response to the

conveyance of the electrical modulation energy to the tissue in

accordance with the modulation parameter sets (step 244). Further, at

least one of the fractionalized electrode combinations may cause the

patient to perceive paresthesia of equal intensity on both sides of the

patient's body (i.e., at the physiological midline). The fractionalized

electrode combination that results in paresthesia of equal intensity on

both sides of the patient's body (i.e., at the physiological midline) based

on feedback from the patient may then be identified (step 246).

Optionally, the electrical field locus is axially panned to a new axial level

and steps 242-246 are repeated at the new axial level to identify the

physiological midline at the new axial level.

[00101] Next, the "Sub-T" button 164 in the CP 18 user interface is

selected (step 248). In response, either the CP 18 or the IPG 14 derives

a new modulation parameter set is from the previously identified

modulation parameter set (step 250). The new modulation parameter set

defines electrical pulse parameters likely to cause the patient to not

perceive paresthesia. For example, each of the modulation parameter

sets can define a pulse rate greater than 1500 Hz and/or a pulse width

less than 100 µs . The new (sub-threshold) modulation parameter set

maintains the fractionalized electrode combination from the previously

identified modulation parameter set. Therefore, the locus of the new

electrical field remains at the same position (i.e., on the physiological

midline) as the previous electrical field generated by the previously

identified modulation parameter set.

[00102] The SCM system 10 is then operated to convey electrical

modulation energy to the spinal cord tissue of the patient in accordance

with new modulation parameter set to create an electrical field having a



locus relative to the spinal cord tissue that is the same as the locus of the

electrical field associated with the identified modulation parameter set

(i.e., at the physiological midline), and without causing the patient to

perceive paresthesia (step 252).

[00103] Although particular embodiments of the present inventions have

been shown and described, it will be understood that it is not intended to

limit the present inventions to the preferred embodiments, and it will be

obvious to those skilled in the art that various changes and modifications

may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the present

inventions. Thus, the present inventions are intended to cover

alternatives, modifications, and equivalents, which may be included

within the spirit and scope of the present inventions as defined by the

claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A method of operating an implantable neuromodulator

coupled to an electrode array implanted adjacent tissue of a patient

having a medical condition, comprising:

conveying electrical modulation energy to the patient's tissue in

accordance with a series of modulation parameter sets, thereby gradually

displacing a locus of a resulting electrical field laterally relative to the

tissue, such that a plurality of different loci of the resulting electrical field

can be respectively associated with the series of modulation parameter

sets;

causing the patient to perceive paresthesia in response to the

conveyance of the electrical modulation energy to the tissue in

accordance with at least one of the modulation parameter sets;

identifying one of the at least one modulation parameter sets as

creating an electrical field having another locus disposed on a

physiological midline of the patient based on the perceived paresthesia;

deriving another modulation parameter set from the identified

modulation parameter set;

conveying electrical modulation energy to the patient's tissue in

accordance with the other modulation parameter sets, thereby creating

an electrical field having a new locus relative to the tissue that is the

same as the locus of the electrical field associated with the identified

modulation parameter set, and without causing the patient to perceive

paresthesia.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the medical condition affects a

body region of the patient, the electrical modulation energy conveyed to

the tissue in accordance with the identified modulation parameter set

causes the patient to perceive the paresthesia in the body region.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the medical condition is chronic

pain.



4. Th m thod of claim 1, wh r in th id ntifi d modulation

param t r s t and th oth r modulation param t r s t d fin diff r nt

puls rat s.

5. Th m thod of claim 4, wh r in th id ntifi d modulation

param t r s t d fin s a puls rat l ss than 1500 Hz, and th oth r

modulation param t r s t d fin s a puls rat gr at r than 1500 Hz.

6. Th m thod of claim 1, wh r in th id ntifi d modulation

param t r s t and th oth r modulation param t r s t d fin diff r nt

puls widths.

7. Th m thod of claim 6, wh r in th id ntifi d modulation

param t r s t d fin s a puls width gr at r than 100 µs, and th oth r

modulation param t r s t d fin s a puls width l ss than 100 µs.

8. Th m thod of claim 1, wh r in th id ntifi d modulation

param t r s t d fin s an l ctrod combination, and wh r in th oth r

modulation param t r s t d fin s th sam l ctrod combination.

9. Th m thod of claim 8, wh r in th l ctrod combination

compris s a fractionaliz d l ctrod combination.

10. Th m thod of claim 8, wh r in th l ctrod combination

compris s a multipolar l ctrod combination.

11. Th m thod of claim 1, furth r comprising:

displacing a virtual pol r lativ to th l ctrod array; and

computing fractionaliz d l ctrod combinations that r sp ctiv ly

mulat th displac d virtual pol , wh r in th s ri s of modulation

param t r s ts r sp ctiv ly d fin th fractionaliz d l ctrod

combinations,



wherein the identified modulation parameter set defines a

fractionalized electrode combination corresponding to one of the series of

virtual poles, and

wherein the other modulation parameter set defines the same

fractionalized electrode combination.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the virtual pole is laterally

displaced across the electrode array.

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising programming the

neuromodulator with the other modulation parameter set.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the neuromodulator is

implanted within the patient.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the tissue is spinal cord

tissue.

16. The method of claim 1, further comprising displacing the locus

of the resulting electrical field relative to the tissue in response to user

input.

17. A method of providing therapy to a patient using an

implantable neuromodulator implanted within the patient, comprising:

conveying electrical modulation energy to tissue of the patient to

generate an electrical field having a locus relative to the tissue in a super-

threshold mode, thereby causing the patient to perceive paresthesia;

laterally steering the locus of the electrical field by modifying a

fractionalized electrode combination while operating the neuromodulator

in the super-threshold delivery mode and receiving feedback from the

patient to determine a physiological midpoint;

identifying a locus disposed on a physiological midline of the

patient and a corresponding fractionalized electrode combination based

on the perceived paresthesia;



switching op ration of th n uromodulator to th a sub-thr shold

d liv ry mod , whil maintaining corr sponding fractionaliz d l ctrod

combination; and

d liv ring l ctrical modulation n rgy to th id ntifi d locus on

th physiological midlin of th pati nt in th sub-thr shold d liv ry mod

to provid sub-thr shold th rapy to th pati nt,

wh r in th n uromodulator d liv rs l ctrical modulation n rgy

to th pati nt wh n in th sub-thr shold d liv ry mod that provid s sub¬

thr shold th rapy to th pati nt.

18. Th m thod of claim 17, furth r comprising:

id ntifying anoth r locus dispos d on th physiological midlin of

th pati nt and anoth r corr sponding fractionaliz d l ctrod

combination bas d on th p rc iv d par sth sia; and

d liv ring l ctrical modulation n rgy to th oth r id ntifi d locus

on th physiological midlin of th pati nt in th sub-thr shold d liv ry

mod to provid sub-thr shold th rapy to th pati nt.

19. Th m thod of claim 17, furth r comprising id ntifying a

plurality of loci dispos d on th physiological midlin of th pati nt and a

plurality of corr sponding fractionaliz d l ctrod combination bas d on

th p rc iv d par sth sia;

fitting a curv to th plurality of loci dispos d on th physiological

midlin ;

switching op ration of th n uromodulator to th a sub-thr shold

d liv ry mod ; and

d liv ring l ctrical modulation n rgy to a point on th fitt d

curv of th pati nt in th sub-thr shold d liv ry mod to provid sub¬

thr shold th rapy to th pati nt,

wh r in th n uromodulator d liv rs l ctrical modulation n rgy

to th pati nt wh n in th sub-thr shold d liv ry mod that provid s sub¬

thr shold th rapy to th pati nt.



20. Th m thod of claim 17, wh r in th n uromodulator d liv rs

th l ctrical modulation n rgy at a puls rat l ss than 1500 Hz wh n

in th sup r-thr shold d liv ry mod , and d liv rs th l ctrical

modulation n rgy at a puls rat gr at r than 1500 Hz wh n in th sub-

thr shold d liv ry mod .

2 1. Th m thod of claim 17, wh r in th n uromodulator d liv rs

th l ctrical modulation n rgy at a puls rat l ss than 500 Hz wh n in

th sup r-thr shold d liv ry mod , and d liv rs th l ctrical modulation

n rgy at a puls rat gr at r than 2500 Hz wh n in th sub-thr shold

d liv ry mod .

22. Th m thod of claim 17, wh r in th n uromodulator d liv rs

th l ctrical modulation n rgy at a puls width gr at r than 100 [is

wh n in th sup r-thr shold d liv ry mod , and d liv rs th l ctrical

modulation n rgy at a puls width l ss than 100 is wh n in th sub¬

thr shold d liv ry mod .

23. Th m thod of claim 17, wh r in th n uromodulator d liv rs

th l ctrical modulation n rgy at a puls width gr at r than 200 [is

wh n in th sup r-thr shold d liv ry mod , and d liv rs th l ctrical

modulation n rgy at a puls width l ss than 50 µs wh n in th sub¬

thr shold d liv ry mod .

24. Th m thod of claim 17, wh r in th pati nt suff rs from

chronic pain in a body r gion, and th par sth sia is p rc iv d by th

pati nt in th body r gion wh n th modulation n rgy is d liv r d to th

pati nt wh n th n uromodulator is in th sup r-thr shold d liv ry mod .

25. An xt rnal control d vic for programming an implantabl

n uromodulator coupl d to an l ctrod array, comprising:

a us r int rfac including a programming s l ction control l m nt

configur d for allowing a us r to s l ct a sup r-thr shold programming

mod having a first limit on a modulation param t r and a sub-thr shold



programming mod having a s cond limit on th modulation param t r

diff r nt from th first limit; and

controll r/proc ssor circuitry configur d for d fining a s ri s of

modulation param t r s ts during th programming of th

n uromodulator in th sup r-thr shold programming mod , and

instructing th n uromodulator to conv y l ctrical n rgy to th

l ctrod array in accordanc with th s ri s of modulation param t r

s ts in a mann r that displac s a locus of a r sulting l ctrical fi ld

r lativ to th l ctrod array,

wh r in th controll r/proc ssor circuitry is also configur d for

automatically id ntifying on of th s ri s of modulation param t r s ts

as cr ating an l ctrical fi ld having a locus dispos d on a physiological

midlin of th pati nt.

26. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 25, wh r in th

controll r/proc ssor circuitry, in r spons to th actuation of th

programming s l ction control l m nt, is configur d for d riving anoth r

modulation param t r s t from th id ntifi d modulation param t r s t of

th s ri s of modulation param t r s ts, and instructing th

n uromodulator to conv y l ctrical n rgy to th l ctrod array in

accordanc with th oth r modulation param t r s t during th

programming of th n uromodulation to d vic in th sub-thr shold

programming mod .

27. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 26, wh r in th

controll r/proc ssor circuitry is configur d for d riving th oth r

modulation param t r s t in a mann r that caus s an l ctrical fi ld

r sulting from th conv yanc of th l ctrical n rgy to th l ctrod

array in accordanc with th oth r modulation param t r s t to hav a

locus that is th sam as th locus of th l ctrical fi ld r sulting from th

conv yanc of th l ctrical n rgy to th l ctrod array in accordanc

with th id ntifi d modulation param t r s t .



28. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 25, wh r in th

modulation param t r is a puls rat .

29. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 28, wh r in th first limit

is an upp r limit valu l ss than 1500 Hz, and th s cond limit is a low r

limit valu gr at r than 1500 Hz.

30. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 25, wh r in th

modulation param t r is a puls width.

3 1. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 30, wh r in th first limit

is a low r limit valu gr at r than 100 µs, and th s cond limit is an

upp r limit valu l ss than 100 µs.

32. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 25, wh r in th sub¬

thr shold programming mod is a s mi-automat d programming mod .

33. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 32, wh r in th

controll r/proc ssor circuitry is configur d for automatically d fining a

virtual multipol r lativ to th l ctrod array wh n programming th

n uromodulator in th sup r-thr shold programming mod , and

computing modulation param t rs for th l ctrod array that mulat

th virtual multipol , wh r in a first modulation param t r s t includ s

th comput d modulation param t rs.

34. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 33, wh r in th

controll r/proc ssor circuitry is also configur d for panning th virtual

multipol lat rally across th l ctrod array.

35. Th xt rnal control d vic of claim 25, furth r comprising

t l m try circuitry, wh r in th controll r/proc ssor circuitry is configur d

for programming th n uromodulator via th t l m try circuitry.



36. The external control device of claim 25, further comprising a

housing containing the user interface and the controller/processor

circuitry.
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